
Mattock – Annotated game 

Played on MindSports.nl September 29, 2020 
 
The left images show the board 
after Blue’s move and before my 
move. The right images show the 
board after my move, and before 
Blue’s following move. The 
commentary beneath the images 
describes Blue’s move, my 
reaction to it, and my reasoning 
for my own move. Terms like t-
rex, diamond, and whirligig, are 
defined in the Strategy Guide. 
 

1. I am playing red, so I make the first move. F10 serves both to attack 

Blue's miner at E8 and to connect with my miner at H10. If Blue doesn't 

move to connect his 2 miners in the SE, I can remove his miner at E8 in 2 

turns. 

2. Blue has begun an attack from the north at J11, which will take him 2 

more turns to complete. I continue my attack against his SE position; my 

previous move has already brought my NE miners 1 move from 

connection, so I have time to protect H10 from removal.  



3. Blue moves at C6 to connect his SE miners, and to attack my southern 

position. If I remove his miner at E8 he can now replace it on the next 

turn. I place at G9 to remove it. Blue could reply with his own removal 

by placing at D7 and moving to G9. However, I could then connect to 

Blue's structure at D6 and remove both of his miners.

4. Apprehending this double removal threat, Blue plays at D6 to 

threaten my southern position instead. My move at E7 serves a double 

purpose. First, it takes the territory I gained by removing Blue's miner 

on the prior turn - by creating an arc, I block a placement at D7 while 

also giving me the ability to expand towards the center and attack 

towards the SE from E8. Second, it prevents Blue from removing my 

miner at D5 for another turn. It will now take Blue 2 more turns to 

create a structure that would allow removal - ample time for me to 

reinforce from my southern miner at C2. Without this move, he could 



have removed on the next turn at D7, and potentially retaken territory 

in the east. 

5. Blue places at F5, threatening to remove my miner at D5 and link his 

SE and SW positions. D3 protects my position: if he removes at E5, I can 

replace my miner at D4, and also remove his attacking miner by moving 

back to D5. 

 

6. Blue elects not to pursue the attack in the SE, instead moving at H4 

against my position in the NW and simultaneously bringing his SW 

miners closer to connection. I move towards connecting my NW miners 

to protect them, at J7. 



7. Blue's play at C7 creates a t-rex, protecting his position from a 

connection at B5, and also threatening to invade my territory with a 

connection at D8. My placement at I11 creates a serious threat for Blue 

in the north. If I place at I10 and move from H10 to I11, I can remove his 

northern miner at J11, and he will not be able to replace it because I will 

have formed a diamond, preventing connection from his other northern 

miner at J9. Moving my miner to E8 in the SE cedes control of E7 to 

protect my NE territory from the impending connection at D8. 

8. Blue's move at I9 is clever, and accomplishes two things. First, it 

frustrates my attack by creating a parachute around I10, preventing the 

placement I describe above. Second, it threatens my NE territory with 

invasion if he connects at H9. I reply by making a diamond at J12, and 

retreating one space. This fully protects my NE territory from invasion 

from the north - the diamond, and the whirligig below, block 



placements on all 4 open spaces to the right of Blue's northern position. 

If I can also block Blue from connecting from the SE, I will have won the 

open spaces in the NE for myself. 

9. Blue connects his northern miners at H9, the only possible point, and 

protects himself from removal by moving directly adjacent. I now return 

to the threat in the south, linking my miners at D4 and retreating to 

place them adjacent, preventing removal from E5. Neither of us can 

place a miner at H10 to take that corridor without giving up territory 

elsewhere, so it remains open to both for the moment. 

 

10. Blue places at J8, taking control of some tiles and creating another 

removal threat in the NW. I protect with K7, creating a whirligig and 

occupying the central choke point. This allows the adjacent miner at I6 

freedom to push farther south.  



 

11. Blue retreats to G4 to protect from my possible move at E3, which 

would have cut off his westernmost miner at H4, enabling removal a 

few turns later and giving the whole western side of the board to me. I 

connect at E3; Blue’s retreat allows me a favorable position at F4 in the 

center of a whirligig, with possible expansion into the center and SW. 

 

12. Blue creates a t-rex in the SE at C8, preventing me from connecting 

and thus freeing his miner to occupy E7 - his only remaining possibility 

of contesting the free spaces in the center. I5 gives me another avenue 

into the west, and prevents Blue from taking this desirable position. H5 

was also a possibility, but this would have created a t-rex, blocking my 

access to the west; Blue and I would likely split the territory between 

our western groups in this scenario. I prefer I5, since it gives me a closer 

avenue of attack against Blue's position.



13. Blue attacks my NE territory at D9 - he need not move a miner to 

the end of this corridor, because I cannot invade safely without 

exposing my miners to double removal. I protect instead at G11, 

building a t-rex to prevent his connection. Since this does not require a 

miner move in the NE, I can use my move to take a free tile in the SE at 

D5. 

 

14. Blue moves into the center at F7. He can't move either of his miners 

in the SE without losing territory or risking removal, so I am not very 

worried about the immediate consequences of this incursion. However, 

if he crosses the whole center, he could remove my NW miners or force 

a retreat. I thus begin to build a t-rex in the center at G6 to prevent such 

a connection. 



15. Blue very cleverly builds a diamond at I8, accomplishing two goals. 

First, he prevents my t-rex in the center by blocking H7. Second, he 

frees his miner to take the open corridor in the NE. I cannot now 

prevent Blue's connection through the center. Even worse, if he makes 

an arc at G7, he could subsequently invade my southern position at E5. 

To prevent this, I build a t-rex with F6. Either way, I must abandon my 

position at I5. I considered J5 as a parting shot in the west, since I could 

protect my southern position with a t-rex by playing at C4. This would 

have necessitated a retreat to K7 on the following turn anyhow, but was 

probably a superior move for tempo considerations. 

16. Blue attacks in the east at D10, so I finish my t-rex wall at F12 to fully 

protect that area. I now have 4 spaces fully protected for the endgame. 

In retrospect, if I had moved a miner to F9 earlier, it would have freed 

the other eastern miner to attack Blue's position. But, this is acceptable 



as well. (This position will actually end up giving me a surprise 

advantage on turn 24.) I move from K7 back to I6, but this doesn’t 

actually help me; Blue can still access H10, and I will have to move back 

to K6 on turn 21 anyhow. 

 

17. Blue begins to advance in the SW at G2, and I reply with an advance 

in the SE at C4 (again, I could have played this move earlier as a reply to 

Blue's connection in the center, using it as a multi-purpose move to gain 

tempo). I can't protect this SE flank without retreating, so I am trying to 

use as many spaces as I can here before I must cede it to Blue. This will 

deprive him of the benefit when he takes the territory.

 

18. We continue our advances in the south at F2 and B4. I must retreat 

to E3 to avoid invasion. I'm trying to make this battle costly for Blue, 



using up many open spaces. Hopefully I will end up with a few protected 

spaces in the south, and I can then turn to the NW. 

 

19. Blue places at A5, forcing me to retreat to D4 to avoid removal. As 

before, I play at A3 to deprive Blue of the open space once he connects. 

 

20. Blue places at E1; he knows I cannot invade in the SW without 

suffering double removal, so he need not use a miner there. My 

southern group is solidly within Blue's territory. I play A4 but it is a 

mistake - I thought Blue could create a diamond by playing at B3, but 

this is already blocked. A better placement would have been A2, and a 

move from D4 to D3 to free my other miner to attack in the south. 



 

21. Blue builds a t-rex wall in the west a H2 - southern territory is now 

cut off from the rest of the board, and we are just fighting over the 

remaining 5 moves in the south. Blue advances his miner in the SE to C4 

to improve his position there. I now turn my attention to the north. I 

can build a t-rex with K6, K5, and J5 to block Blue from advancing in the 

NW, freeing a miner to advance against his position in the NE. If I start 

now, Blue cannot prevent this. 

 

22. Blue attempts to advance in the NW at J5, but I complete my 

planned t-rex and move back to occupy the whirligig at K7, preparing to 

advance the adjacent miner into the north. I can now protect the two 

spaces at H7 and H8 for the endgame. 



 

23. Seeing that he cannot proceed in the NW, Blue returns his miner to 

H4 and begins an advance in the north at L12. I also advance in the 

north at L9, and move my miner to D3, improving my southern position. 

It's not necessary to move a miner in the north yet, since our territories 

are still too far away to connect. 

 

24. Blue advances in the south at A2, and moves his miner from the NW 

to reinforce his position there. This is a blunder.  Because I defended the 

east with a t-rex wall in move 16, I have 2 miners available there - I can 

thus sever his connection to his remaining miner in the NW by moving 

to E7, and still leave my other miners free to advance in the north and 

south. I win the center space at H6, which is still open. I place at M10 to 

continue advancing in the north. 



 

25. Blue places at B2, replacing his miner in the south. He has 3 fully-

protected spaces: 1 in the south at A1 and 2 in the SE at B8 and A7. I 

have 7 fully-protected spaces: 4 in the NE, 2 in the NW corner, and 1 in 

the center at H6. We will split the remaining spaces between us. After I 

advance in the north, Blue resigns. 

 

Without the blunder on turn 24, I would have won by a smaller margin 

of 2 moves - indicative of almost even play from both players (assuming 

that a perfectly even game would end with zero moves available). 


